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Workshop outline
A key goal in language revitalisation is promoting independent learning and teaching by adult
Indigenous community members - for Discussion of independent learning (Richards, 2019,
pp14 - 26)
• Brief overview of the Jilkminggan context.
• Brief overview of research underpinning the Mangarrayi app development, including the
development of ChunkBank and discussion of its role in scaffolding learning.
• Presentation of a model for the development of digital resources to promote independent
learning in a context where there are very few speakers of the target language.
• Overview of a project using a user-centred, iterative co-design process to develop a learning
app for Mangarrayi. I will present the main features of the prototype and discuss some
preliminary findings.

• Finally, I will consider some important principles for successful development of
learning resources in a revitalisation context.

Community Context
Location: Jilkminggan 135km south-east of Katherine
Languages:
Traditionally: Mangarrayi - complex grammar with prefixes and suffixes
Today: mainly Kriol
One fluent speaker in the community today
Elder Sheila Conway
Others with range of passive knowledge

Co-researcher Josephine Lardy

The Corpus
• Recorded in 1993-4 on cassette as part of project to develop Mangarrayi teaching
materials for the Jilkminggan school
•

Most of the recordings were made to document older speakers (Amy Dirn.gayg,
Sheila Conway and Jessie Roberts) explaining how to say certain target phrases in
Mangarrayi.

•

Only some intended to be used directly for learning resources

•

Language elicited was based around topics & language functions (eg making a
request, giving a command) for lessons in a communicative language teaching
paradigm

•

Not typical of corpora collected by linguists – usually a more structural focus.

PhD - Early Phases
Previsits: Two visits to Jilkminggan to community to talk to community about project

Research Question 1: What technical, linguistic, meta-linguistic & pedagogic
knowledge and skills do community members currently possess that will help them
access corpora, capture Mangarrayi word strings and create learning resources?
Study 1: What community members want to say in Mangarrayi
Everyday language – range of topics defined + specific phrases
Study 2: Use of technology at Jilkminggan
Mobile phones, PowerPoint
Study 3: Observation of community members engaging with archival audio files:
Chunking of longer recordings into meaningful units can make
them more manageable and slowing recordings can help
learners mimic audio exemplars (See also Wray and Perkins 2000; Amery 2009, 2016 )

ChunkBank
 Digitised audio recordings from the 1994 corpus were edited into communicatively
useful chunks or phrases and put into a database
 Organisational structure of the database derived from van Eck & Trim’s Threshold
framework (1991):
 Topic
 Sub-topic
 Language function






Other information contained in ChunkBank:
Transcription of the Mangarrayi phrase in the accepted orthography
Translation in English
Origin of audio file
Name of speaker

(Richards, 2020; Richards M., Jones C., Merlan F., & MacRitchie J., 2019)

an explanation

 Later addition of simple non-technical glossing, using colour to help track the associations

Study 4
 Authentic design task
•

Work in groups to create a short video based around sub-topic
Sickness within the general topic of Health using Mangarrayi

•

Purpose of video to serve as a Mangarrayi learning resource modelling language in context.

 The scaffolding of two kinds:
1.

Face-to-face support from a linguist with experience in language teaching – Metalinguistic
focus

2.

A ChunkBank resource – Linguistic focus

 Data collection included:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Video and audio recordings of the sessions
Pre and post block interviews
My observations during the sessions
My post session reflections

Scaffolding Framework
Scaffolding:
Any combination of scaffolding
intention and scaffolding means
• Support offered by a resource cannot
properly be termed scaffolding as often
lacks contingency, Fading and Transfer of
responsibility so become permanent and
unchanging (Puntambekar and
Hübscher, 2005:7)
• Digital technology:
 designed at different levels to provide
contingency
 Adaptive assistance – eg reduce number
of presentations of learnt vocabulary
 Fading - use multiple tools and fade out
those no longer needed

Summary Findings Study 4

App Development Project
 Design model:
•

Co-design – Jilkminggan Community (Josie Lardy & Helena Lardy), WSU
(Caroline Jones and Mark Richards), eLearn Australia (Sarah Bock)

•

User-centred – Jilkminggan community members

•

Iterative – three phases

 Phase 1 - Reference module
 Phase 2 - Practice module
 Phase 3 - Interactive dialogue module
•
•

Builds on open source coding from Rumbalpuy Dhäwu App
– saves time and money
Other good apps eg Miromaa not suited to Chunkbank structure – more word-based

 Data preparation – the back end
•

Based on Chunkbank but categories expanded (refer to example spreadsheet)

Research Questions
 Phase 1 (feedback on prototype app (v1), from focus group):
RQ1 What features do community members want in the app? What modifications do they suggest
to the prototype?
 Phase 2 (feedback on app (v2), from individual users):
RQ2 What are the experiences of users with the current version of the app? What barriers and
successes did they experience?
 Phase 3 (feedback on app (v3), from individual users):
RQ3 Compared with Phase 2, what is the feedback on this iteration cycle? Has the user experience
improved overall since Phase 2, or not?
 Final focus group:
RQ4 What are the community members’ views about the collaboration process (app development
and its evaluation)? What has worked well and why, and what has worked less well, and why?

Research in the COVID context
• Community leading and conducting recruitment as well as face-to-face information and
testing sessions in Phase 1

Prototype
 Phase 1: prototype link (not app) that can be shown to Jilkminggan community - basis for
discussion
 Design and icons
 Blue is colour of Jilkminggan (Jilkminggan Blue’s footy team)
 Temporary app logo - community designed logo to come
 Warning up front
 Topics & sub-topics
 Menu– modelling correct use
 Warning – up front
 Information about speakers and design
 Ongoing feedback

Prototype


Mangarrayi audio chunks – modelling correct use

 Archival older speakers – sometimes unclear. Later Josie to re-record?
 Focus on phrases but also individual words
 Mangarrayi phrases transcribed in accepted orthography
 Written English meaning provided – spoken Kriol translation to come
 Audio files normalised each clip raised to the same max/peak/average volume, without
distorting them to keep sound levels similar – (Weicong Li, MARCS)
 Specifications:
o 64kps compression
o MP3 format
o Mono

o File size <100kb if possible

Prototype


Other features

 Non-technical simple glossing using colour that can be hidden or visible
 Possibility of slowing audio by 20-30%
 Favourites - learner can save chunks of interest to them
 Having a yarn - utterances tagged that can be associated in some way – series of
utterances; dialogue; question & response
 Searching – lots of different ways to search – all or type in search bar
 English key word
 Mangarrayi key word
 Phrase or word
 Linguistic key word

Design modifications from feedback
 Search function
•

•

Originally: Typing in a search term searched for that
term anywhere in a Mangarrayi phrase. Only 8 results
shown in the search results at any time
Update: Typing in a search term first searches for that
term at the beginning of the Mangarrayi phrases. Once
it has searched through all of the Mangarrayi phrases, it
loops through the phrases again, searching for the same
term anywhere in the phrase. In other words the
beginning of Mangarrayi phrases is prioritsed in the
search algorithm. Search results are limited to 20
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Design modifications from feedback
 Audio speed reduction
•

Originally: When clicking on the turtle icon the playback of the sound files was slowed
to 70% for all speakers

•

Update: When clicking on the turtle icon the playback of the sound files is 70%, unless
the speaker is Amy Dirn.gayg, in which case the playback is slowed to 60%

Turning into an app
 Hosting - JCAC (Jilkminggan Community Aboriginal Corporation) - set up account with
Google Play (one off payment of $25) and Developer licence and Apple organisational ID
($150 per year).
 Protection – very important to community
1. Password that can be changed when needed by Josie. It could be automatically changed
every few weeks but Josie thought this unnecessary. Some community members felt that
this was too insecure
2. Beta version – closed group - create list of emails for authorised people. Secure but requires
downloading of another app to be able to download Mangarrayi app. Too many steps
3. Require sign in to app once downloaded. Only those on the list can have access. Could also
use name or other identifier for login if no email or literacy issues. Go with this for trial
period.

Where to next?
 Phase 2 - Practice module
•

Add spoken Kriol

•

‘Record and play’ feature for learners to compare their attempt with model.

•

Users create short videos (TikTok style) and have to learn to say some Mangarrayi phrases

•

Reward / progress feedback for effort / time / accuracy??

•

Add more Mangarrayi expressions:
 Phase 1 works with edited audio from 1994 corpus so far – there are still more unedited
recordings – Summer Scholar project to explore citizen science approach to speeding up
content development (human version of Ellpis?)
 Other archival materials eg 40 hours recorded by Francesca Merlan in the 70’s
 Inverting the model - identifying gaps eg topic ‘marriage’ and working with speaker
Sheila Conway and other older community members who took part in the PhD research
– their Mangarrayi knowledge not really explored but PhD studies suggest it is worth a
go. First Languages Australia has provided a grant for this purpose.

 Phase 3 - Interactive Dialogue module
• Learner presented with a question in a given context and learner tries to reply (all four
modalities – reading, writing, listening, speaking)
• Short dialogues that learners can listen to / read to then the app takes one role in the
dialogue and learners have to provide the missing text (all four modalities – reading,
writing, listening speaking)

Some important principles
• Partnership with community - community members on research team – they know the
community and the community trusts them – can get people involved as participants
• Needs time and genuine listening.
• ‘Build once use often’ (Angkety Map Digital Resource Report, 2014, p.29). Use resources available or
build on other resources.
• Choose developer with experience working in this context and who is on the same
wavelength - CommDoc app used the same principle of language chunks in context of
communication rather than learning.
• Make sure community has a reason to use the app – intrinsic motivation to learn lang not
always enough.
 As part of the device itself providing opportunities to: listen to, read, practise, repeat
language.
 As part of wider program or to help another activity.
 Push factors – reminders, alerts.
 Pull factors – engaging / interesting learners.
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